
INTERNATIONAL Auction Galleries’ up-coming major Signature Auction - Sale
89 - being held on the 17th March, will be an
exciting event on the numismatic calendar!
With a large selection of high grade, rare
and significant coins and banknotes cata-
logued and presale estimates in excess of
$2,000,000, this auction will be the place to
be seen for collectors young and old. Cat-
alogues will be available early March. Visit
their website where the entire auction can
be viewed and bid on Online or for further
information: www.iagauctions.com
Included in the auction are six major

collections and over 40 individual vendors,
with some superb highlights on offer, with
a wide range of material across pretty much
every major Numismatic area. Highlights
recently catalogued include a 100 Pound
1924 Cerutty-Collins (R 69b) in VF/gVF.
Estimated at only $65,000, this rare and
seldom offered high denomination note is
sure to create some stiff competition!  
The finest known Holey Dollar 1805 and

the finest known Adelaide Pound 1852
Type II (featured in IAG’s Sale 88) have
been reduced in an attempt to meet the

current market, and will both be reoffered
at a tempting price for two such key rarities.
A consecutive pair of 20 Pounds 1913
Collins-Allen (R 64) in gEF/aUNC will again
be on offer, and with a low estimate of only
$55,000 per note, these are sure to attract
significant interest. Amongst the larger
collections of Banknotes is a number of Pre
Federation Specimen notes, including two
100 Pounds, two 50 Pounds, and a number
of rare types including a rare 10 Pound
National Bank of Australasia - Perth issue. 
Cataloguing was still underway as this

issue went to print, with a number of other
key items expected to be added in the final
weeks before the auction closes off. Other
highlights featured in this sale so far in-
clude a large collection of high grade PCGS
Pre Decimal issues, two 1930 Pennies
(both estimated at under $15,000), a num-
ber of rare copper Pre Decimal Proof coins
including a full PCGS graded set of copper
issues from 1955-1963, along with a large
quantity of Pre Decimal Banknotes, a full set
of Decimal Starnotes, Specimens, First and
Last Prefixes, Decimal including polymer,
Misprints and much more!

Along with several estates there is also
a good selection of World coins, Gold, Brit-
ish, RAM and Perth Mint Products, Intern-
ment Camps and Tokens including a rare
ASN Co Penny, Misstrikes that include the
elusive Mule Perth Mint 1 ounce Silver
Kookaburra, all along with a quantity of
bulk lots, collections, albums and so much
more – certainly something for every collec-
tor and every budget! 
Bidding opens in early March, and the

catalogue will be online then to view and
download free. Join up online today to re-
ceive further information and to bid online.
Go to www.iagauctions.com for more Auc-
tion information, previous catalogues and
prices realised, or contact IAG direct -
Phone (07) 55 380 300 – or you can email
mail@iagauctions.comwith any queries.
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IAG’s Superb Signature Auction - Sale 89 – 17th March!

Rare 100 Pound 1924 Estimated at $65,000

Part of the large selection of Pre Federation notes to be offered at IAG’s Sale 89

Sale 89 Includes A Large Collection of Proclamation Coins

The finest known Holey Dollar 1805. 
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